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Lottery Odds Table Legend
A: [Gold Banner] The Category and year of the Quota Hunt.

B: [Total First Choice Applicants] The total number of Customers who applied to hunt during this period. 

(Does not include points only)

C: [Hunt Location]This it the Individual hunt locations and hunt number.

D: [Total Applicants] The total number of applicants who choose this hunt. (Includes all Priorities, 1, 2 and 3)

E: [Total Selected] This the number selected for the hunt. (May vary slightly from regulation based on party 

size)

F: [First Choice Applicants] The number of customers who made this a priority one hunt.

G:[Priority Choice Taken] Priority 2 means all of Priority 1 was chosen. Priority 3 means all of Priority 1 and 2 

was chosen. Priority 4 means all of 1, 2, and 3 was chosen.

H:[Assured Win Points] Number of points that guaranteed a successful draw, varies by year, this is the number 

of points that if wagered will be deducted.

I:  [Random Draw Point] Number of points that if wagered would be included in the randomized drawing and 

the successful draw will result in this many points being deducted.

J: [% of Random Draw Point Chosen Applicants] Percentage of first choice applicants that were successful at 

the wagered Random Draw Point randomized drawing.

K:[Successful Random Draw Point Applicants] Number of Successful first choice applicants who wagered the 

Random Draw Point amount.

L:[Random Draw Point Total Applicants] Total number of first choice applicants who wagered the Random 

Draw Point amount.

Guidance on how to Interpret the 

Lottery Odds Table

An Example Explaining the Random Draw Point

It is possible for hunters/applicants to be selected at different point values 

when the system needs to fill all quota hunt slots.  Let’s say we have 100 

slots available for a hunt.  You have 9 points and are part of 80 people with 9 

points.  All 80 people with 9 points will be taken, so the system says 9 points 

were needed to guarantee a win (the Assured Win Points).  Now there are 20 

remaining slots for this quota hunt. The system will fill those remaining slots 

with the Random Draw Point if the number of  Random Draw Point 

applicants outnumber the number of slots available.  So, if there are 50 

applicants with 8 points, it will select 20 of those 8-point applicants at 

random to fill the remaining quota hunt slots.  So, the Assured Win Points is 

9, because that point value guaranteed a win.  The Random Draw Point is 8 

to fill the remaining quota hunt slots when all 8-point applicants can not be 

selected due to slot, space limitations.
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